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Purpose: To assess the relationship between suboptimal Peak Inspiratory Flow (sPIF), inhalation technique errors, and non- 
adherence, with Healthcare Resource Utilisation (HCRU) in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) patients receiving 
maintenance therapy via a Dry Powder Inhaler (DPI).
Patients and methods: The cross-sectional, multi-country PIFotal study included 1434 COPD patients (≥40 years) using a DPI for 
maintenance therapy. PIF was measured with the In-Check DIAL G16, and sPIF was defined as a typical PIF lower than required for 
the device. Inhalation technique was assessed by standardised evaluation of video recordings and grouped into 10 steps. Patients 
completed the “Test of Adherence to Inhalers” questionnaire. HCRU was operationalised as COPD-related costs for primary 
healthcare, secondary healthcare, medication, and total COPD-related costs in a 1-year period.
Results: Participants with sPIF had higher medication costs compared with those with optimal PIF (cost ratio [CR]: 1.07, 95% CI 
[1.01, 1.14]). Multiple inhalation technique errors were associated with increased HCRU. Specifically, “insufficient inspiratory effort” 
with higher secondary healthcare costs (CR: 2.20, 95% CI [1.37, 3.54]) and higher total COPD-related costs (CR: 1.16, 95% CI 1.03– 
1.31). “no breath-hold following the inhalation manoeuvre (<6 s)” with higher medication costs (CR: 1.08, 95% CI [1.02, 1.15]) and 
total COPD-related costs (CR 1.17, 95% CI [1.07, 1.28]), and “not breathing out calmly after inhalation” with higher medication costs 
(CR: 1.19, 95% CI [1.04, 1.37]). Non-adherence was not significantly associated with HCRU.
Conclusion: sPIF and inhalation technique errors were associated with higher COPD-related healthcare utilisation and costs in COPD 
patients on DPI maintenance therapy.
Keywords: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Dry Powder Inhaler, health economics, cost analysis, healthcare resource 
utilisation
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Introduction
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a chronic and progressive lung disease, impacting the lives of 
approximately 384 million patients worldwide.1,2 In addition to the large burden of disease associated with COPD, it 
also poses a large economic burden on the healthcare system and society.3 While inhaled therapy allows high-dose local 
drug administration and reduces unnecessary systemic exposure, incorrect use of inhalers is a substantial problem among 
patients with COPD.4 Notably, incorrect inhaler use negatively affects the medication dose that is delivered into the 
airways, and as such, bronchoconstriction and airway inflammation are insufficiently reduced.5

Effective inhaler use depends on a complex constellation of factors including proper inhaler preparation, a correct 
inhalation manoeuvre, and medication adherence. A correct inhalation manoeuvre includes the ability to achieve sufficient 
Peak Inspiratory Flow (PIF) which is of particular importance in patients who are using Dry Powder Inhalers (DPIs). In 
contrast to pressurised metered-dose inhalers (pMDI) and soft mist inhalers (SMI), DPIs require the patient to generate 
a minimum inspiratory flow to release the drug from its carrier in the inhaler. The optimal PIF a patient would ideally 
generate to release the drug from its carrier differs per DPI and has been determined previously.6–10 A PIF lower than the 
optimal PIF threshold, and therefore considered suboptimal (sPIF), has recently been associated with poorer health status in 
COPD patients.11 Among other patient- and disease characteristics, deteriorated muscle function and COPD disease 
severity can drive sPIF.12 In the PIFotal study, 29% of all participants did not generate an optimal PIF for their DPI during 
a typical inhalation manoeuvre.11 From this population, 54% showed that they were capable of generating an optimal PIF 
for their device, but failed to do so during a typical inhalation manoeuvre.11 This may indicate that sPIF is a potentially 
treatable trait in COPD management. While the clinical impact of sPIF during inhaler use has been studied, its potential 
economic relevance is currently unknown.13

A recent systematic literature review yielded few papers describing the economic burden of inhalation technique 
errors in patients with COPD,14 with most studies focussing on a specific DPI.15–18 Although previous (modelling) 
studies19–21 described the economic impact of COPD patients making inhaler errors in general, there is a need for more 
detailed economic analyses investigating the association of individual inhalation errors and healthcare resource utilisation 
(HCRU) and associated costs.

Another relevant factor hampering optimal disease management in COPD is non-adherence to medication. It is 
known from real-world studies that a substantial proportion of the COPD population is non-adherent to their prescribed 
medication regimen.22–27 COPD patients with higher adherence to prescribed regimens tend to have lower total 
healthcare costs compared with adherent patients.28,29 Although the impact of medication non-adherence on health 
status has been investigated extensively, there is a limited body of literature regarding economic evaluations with real- 
world data.30

This multi-country PIFotal sub-study aims to explore the association of sPIF, inhalation technique errors, and non- 
adherence with HCRU and associated costs in COPD patients using DPI maintenance therapy.

Methods
Study Design
The PIFotal COPD study was a cross-sectional, observational, real-world study in five European countries (Greece, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and Spain) and Australia (NCT04532853).11,31 Patients were recruited and included in the 
study between October 2020 and May 2021. Local medical ethics committees reviewed and approved the study protocol, 
and all participants provided written informed consent. A flow chart of study procedures is provided elsewhere.11

Study Population
A minimalist approach to the inclusion/exclusion criteria was used in order to ensure a real-world representation of 
patients as much as possible. Patients with a clinical diagnosis of COPD, aged 40 years or older, who were treated with 
a DPI as maintenance therapy for their COPD in the previous 3 months, were eligible for participation. Patients were 
excluded from participation if they were unable to give informed consent, were participating in other trials with COPD 
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medication, if they had had COPD exacerbation in the 6 weeks prior to participation or if they had a life-threatening 
disease with life expectancy of <6 months.

Peak Inspiratory Flow
PIF (L/min) was assessed using the In-Check DIAL G16 (Clement Clarke, UK).32 The In-Check DIAL G16 can be set to 
mimic the resistance of the patient’s inhaler. If a patient used multiple inhalers, the assessment priority determined which 
inhaler would be evaluated in the study (Table S1).

With the In-Check DIAL G16, PIF was assessed in three ways: 1) day-to-day typical PIF at the resistance of patient’s 
inhaler, 2) maximum PIF at the resistance of patient’s own inhaler 3) maximum PIF at low internal resistance.32 For the 
typical PIF measurement, patients were asked to inhale with the In-Check DIAL G16 as they normally would with their 
DPI.11 For both maximal PIF measurements, patients were instructed to breathe out completely to empty the lungs and 
then inhale as forcefully and fast as possible. Maximal measurements were performed twice. The maximum of the two 
attempts were included in the data analysis. A participant was categorized as having an optimal PIF when their typical 
PIF was equal or higher than the PIF that is required for their specific DPI (Table S1). Participants who exhibited 
a typical PIF lower than that required for their device were categorized as having sPIF.

Pragmatically, patients were further categorized based on their PIF into the following clinically relevant subgroups:

1. “Can and will do”: Patients with optimal PIF
2. “Can, but will not do”: Patients with a typical PIF below the optimal PIF for their device, but able to perform 

a maximum PIF that is equal to or higher than the optimal PIF group.
3. “Cannot do”: Patients with both their typical and their maximum PIF below the optimal PIF for their device.

These PIF subgroups were formed as part of the PIFotal study,11 and as clinical recommendations are expected to differ 
between these subgroups we aimed to assess whether HCRU and associated costs differed between the subgroups. More 
specifically, patients who cannot produce a sufficiently high PIF, even with maximal effort (“cannot do” group), will most 
likely not benefit from interventions targeting inhalation technique improvement, while it may be a viable option for the 
patients in the “can, but will not do” subgroup. Additionally, for patients in the “cannot do” group, healthcare 
professionals could consider selecting a different DPI with lower resistance or inhalers with zero internal resistance 
such as pMDIs or an SMI. 

Inhalation Technique Errors
Inhalation technique was observed and documented by video recording and rated offline by two independent observers. 
Checklists on inhaler-specific and inhaler-independent commonly made errors were used, based on recommendations of the 
Lung Alliance Netherlands (www.inhalatorgebruik.nl) or Aerosol Drug Management Improvement Team (www.inhalers4u.org). 
Inhalation technique was evaluated by grouping errors into 10 categories (Table 1). Differences between the two independent 
observers were resolved by discussion. In case no consensus was reached, a third independent expert was consulted to reconcile 
the disagreement.

Medication Adherence
Adherence was calculated based on the 12-item Test of Adherence to Inhalers (TAI-12).33 Items 1 to 10 could be scored 
1–5 points each. Item 11 (patient’s knowledge on medication regimen) and item 12 (device inhalation technique) were 
scored with “incorrect” or “correct” (1 or 2 points, respectively). Due to the more accurate way of testing the inhalation 
technique in the study, we replaced item 12 of the TAI-12 with an objective assessment of the inhalation technique video, 
as the 12th item concerns physician-observed critical inhalation technique errors. A participant was considered non- 
adherent when one or more of the following three criteria were met: 1. TAI-10 sum of scores for item 1–10 <50, or 2. 
TAI item 11 was scored by the physician as “incorrect”, or 3. when any of the following inhalation technique errors were 
observed (replacement of item 12): “failure to seal teeth and lips around mouthpiece”, “insufficient inspiratory effort” or 
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“patient did not breathe out calmly after inhalation” (relevant errors based on the association with health status as 
described in a previous study).11

Healthcare Resource Utilisation
HCRU was defined as the 1) COPD-related primary healthcare costs, 2) COPD-related secondary healthcare costs, 3) 
COPD-related medication costs, and 4) total COPD-related healthcare costs (sum of 1 −3), categorised in Table S3. 
HCRU in the previous 6 months was calculated from either the medical records or self-reported by the participant during 
the visit (retrieved from medical records for primary healthcare data in 34.1%; secondary healthcare data 32.4%; and the 
number of hospital admissions in 30.0%, the majority of HCRU data was self-reported). Although HCRU was measured 
in a 6-month period, HCRU results were doubled to provide annual estimates. To calculate the primary and secondary 
care costs from the HCRU data, we obtained the unit costs from the Dutch National Healthcare Institute “Zorginstituut 
Nederland”. This institute uses a list of all available healthcare costs in the Netherlands. As the last version of this list 
dates from 2014, costs in this study analysis were corrected for inflation with a cumulative factor of 6.5% to represent the 
cost year 2020 (Table S3). The average yearly COPD-related medication costs were calculated based on the daily 
prescription of DPIs and pMDIs at the day of the study visit, based on the lowest price marketed in the Netherlands 
which differed per inhaler and per dose. For pMDIs and Short-Acting Beta-Agonists, when daily use was reported as “as 
required”, average use for the specific inhaler in this study was assumed. Whenever a device was not available on the 
Dutch market, prices in the UK Dictionary of Medicines and Devices (DM+D) database were used. If these were also 
unavailable, prices from online pharmacies were used (Tables S3 and S4). Analyses of costs were expressed both as cost 
ratio and absolute cost changes in euro (€). Cost ratios (CR) were estimated by calculating the ratios of the mean costs for 
the considered subgroup of patients to those for the reference group.

Statistical Analyses
Generalised linear mixed-effects models were used, allowing a random intercept for clusters at the level of general 
practitioners (GPs), to determine the associations between sPIF, inhalation technique errors, non-adherence, and HCRU 
cost components. Models were created to estimate the cost ratios (CR), with 95% Confidence Intervals (CI), for the 

Table 1 Overview of Inhaler Step Categories

Inhalation Step Category Error Designation

Preparation of the device incorrect Preparation

No removal of the protective cap Remove protective cap

Patient did not sit up/stand straight, or head was not tilted such that chin was slightly 

upwards

Sit up/stand straight and tilt head

Patient did not hold the inhaler in the correct position during the preparation Hold inhaler in correct position during 
preparation

Patient did not hold inhaler in the correct position during the inhalation Hold inhaler in correct position during 
inhalation

Patient did not breathe out fully, to empty lungs, before inhalation Breathe out completely before inhalation

Patient did not seal teeth and lips around the mouthpiece Teeth and lips sealed around mouthpiece

Patient did not inhale either strong and deep or calm and deep (ie, device-specific 
inspiratory effort*)

Breathe in*

No breath-hold following the inhalation manoeuvre (or holds breath <6 seconds) Hold breath

Patient did not breathe out calmly after inhalation Breathe out calmly after inhalation

Note: *For an overview of the device-specific checklists for this error, see Table S2.
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predictors of the COPD-related total, primary healthcare, secondary healthcare, and medication costs separately. As there 
were almost no missing HCRU data, with the exception disease severity (GOLD status) as a potential confounder, we 
performed complete case analyses instead of using imputed data. All candidate confounders (eg, COPD medication 
regimen and comorbidities, see Table S5) were added to the models one by one, sorted by bias potential (the change in 
the coefficient of the main predictor due to its inclusion in the model) in descending order. Whenever the bias potential 
was ≥5%, the candidate confounder was retained in the model. An overview of confounders included in the models can 
be found in Table S6.

Additionally, the associations of the number of inhalation technique errors with the HCRU components were 
assessed. To this end, an error count was used as a categorical predictor. Models were also created to estimate the 
cost ratio with the PIF subgroups “can and will do”, “can, but will not do”, “cannot do” as categorical predictors on the 
HCRU components, with the “can and will do” as the reference group.

Two separate sensitivity analyses were performed. First, all analyses were repeated excluding non-adherent patients, 
as adherence was previously associated with economic outcomes in COPD.30 Second, all analyses were repeated using an 
adjusted definition for non-adherence: TAI-10 sum of scores for item 1–10 <50, which is regarded as the cut-off value for 
the TAI33 (in place of the pre-specified non-adherence measure comprising TAI-10, TAI-11, and three critical inhalation 
technique errors).

Sample Size Calculation
A sample size calculation was performed prior to study execution for the main study objectives, and not specifically for 
the analysis concerning HCRU.31 All statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 17.

Results
Study Population
A total of 1434 patients with COPD from Australia, Greece, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and Spain were included 
in the study (Table S5). Of these patients, 50.1% were female, and the mean (SD) age was 69.2 (9.3) years. COPD 
severity was available for 801 patients and classified as GOLD stage I in 23.6%, II in 54.9%, III in 17.4%, and IV in 
4.1%. Both patients with an optimal and sPIF most frequently used a Long-Acting Beta Agonist/Inhaled Corticosteroid 
(LABA/ICS) in DPI (40%), followed by a Long-Acting Muscarinic Antagonist (LAMA; 33%) and LAMA/LABA (25%) 
in a DPI. An overview of all the used medications for COPD is provided in Table S7.

Of the 1389 patients with PIF data, 71% (n = 987) revealed an optimal PIF for their DPI (“can and will do”), and 29% 
(n = 402) had an sPIF. 16% of the patients were categorised as “can, but will not do” (n = 219), and 13% (n = 183) as 
“cannot do”. Patient characteristics are shown in Table 2.

An overview of all HCRU is presented in Table 2. As data for ability to work were available for 18.2% of the total 
population, of which 5 participants (0.3% of the total population) reported lost working hours in the 7 days prior to study 
visit, this indirect cost was excluded from the analyses.

Patients with an optimal PIF had an average of €829 total COPD-related costs per year, while patients with sPIF had 
an average of €1101 total COPD-related costs per year. This gap of €272 was largely caused by higher costs for 
secondary healthcare for patients with sPIF, specifically by more costs from hospital nights (Figure 1, Table S8).

Associations of Peak Inspiratory Flow, Adherence, Inhalation Technique Errors with 
Healthcare Resource Utilisation
Although all HCRU costs were higher in patients with sPIF (Figure 1), the adjusted regression models showed that only 
medication costs were associated with PIF (CR: 1.07, 95% CI [1.01, 1.14], p = 0.03). Patients with sPIF had on average 
7% higher medication costs compared to those with optimal PIF, corresponding to €38 yearly higher medication costs. 
The difference was largely caused by higher yearly costs for pMDI prescription in patients with sPIF (on average €63.7 
in patients with optimal PIF vs €94.4 in patients with sPIF). sPIF was associated with 53% higher secondary healthcare 
costs compared to patients with optimal PIF (CR: 1.53, 95% CI [0.86, 2.75], p = 0.15).
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Table 2 Patient Characteristics and HCRU in the 6-Months Prior to Study Visit, Stratified by Peak Inspiratory Flow Sufficiency 
(Optimal/Suboptimal)

PIF Optimal  
(n = 987)

PIF Suboptimal  
(n = 402)

Total  
(n = 1434)

p*

Patient characteristics

Female n (%) 493 (49.9) 212 (52.7) 718 (50.1) 0.35

Age (years) Mean (SD) 68.6 (9.2) 70.9 (9.3) 69.2 (9.3) <0.01

Clinical COPD Questionnaire (CCQ) Mean (SD) 1.7 (1.0) 1.9 (1.1) 1.7 (1.1) <0.01

COPD Assessment Test (CAT) Mean (SD) 12.9 (7.7) 14.9 (7.7) 13.6 (7.8) <0.01

GOLD stage (n = 801, 55.9%) # I, n (%) 131 (23.8) 49 (23.4) 189 (23.6) 0.96

II, n (%) 308 (55.9) 114 (54.5) 440 (54.9)

III, n (%) 91 (16.5) 38 (18.2) 139 (17.4)

IV, n (%) 21 (3.8) 8 (3.8) 33 (4.1)

Years since COPD diagnosis (n = 1417, 98.8%) # Median (IQR) 8.0 (5.0;14.0) 7.0 (4.0;14.0) 8.0 (5.0;14.0) 0.48

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) (n = 1433, 99.9%) # <18.5, n (%) 15 (1.5) 7 (1.7) 22 (1.5) 0.01

18.5-<25, n (%) 279 (28.3) 145 (36.1) 432 (30.1)

≥25-<30, n (%) 388 (39.4) 148 (36.8) 562 (39.2)

≥30-<40, n (%) 283 (28.7) 89 (22.1) 382 (26.7)

≥40, n (%) 21 (2.1) 13 (3.2) 35 (2.4)

Smoking status Current, n (%) 307 (31.1) 119 (29.6) 436 (30.4) <0.01

Former, n (%) 583 (59.1) 213 (53.0) 824 (57.5)

Never, n (%) 97 (9.8) 70 (17.4) 174 (12.1)

Medication regimen LAMA or LABA or ICS mono, n (%) 234 (23.7) 86 (21.4) 325 (22.7) <0.01

LAMA+LABA, n (%) 264 (26.7) 78 (19.4) 359 (25.0)

ICS + (LAMA or LABA), n (%) 284 (28.8) 123 (30.6) 419 (29.2)

Triple Therapy, n (%) 205 (20.8) 115 (28.6) 331 (23.1)

pMDI prescription n (%) 184 (18.6) 123 (30.6) 320 (22.3) <0.01

COPD-related Healthcare Resource Utilisation (6-months prior to study visit)

GP consultations 0, n (%) 779 (78.9) 292 (72.6) 1110 (77.4) 0.052

1–2, n (%) 119 (12.1) 65 (16.2) 188 (13.1)

3–4, n (%) 60 (6.1) 24 (6.0) 85 (5.9)

5–8, n (%) 27 (2.7) 19 (4.7) 47 (3.3)

9–15, n (%) 2 (0.2) 2 (0.5) 4 (0.3)

GP consultations, after hours 0, n (%) 949 (96.1) 388 (96.5) 1381 (96.3) 0.36

1–2, n (%) 20 (2.0) 11 (2.7) 32 (2.2)

3–4, n (%) 13 (1.3) 1 (0.2) 14 (1.0)

5–8, n (%) 4 (0.4) 2 (0.5) 6 (0.4)

9–15, n (%) 1 (0.1) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.1)

(Continued)
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From the ten individual inhalation errors (Table 1), errors made in the inhalation steps “Breathe in”, “Hold breath” 
and “Breathe out calmly after inhalation” were associated with higher HCRU costs (Figure 2). Specifically, an error in the 
inhalation step “Breathe in” was associated with higher secondary healthcare costs (CR: 2.20, 95% CI [1.37, 3.54], p < 
0.01) and higher total COPD-related healthcare costs (CR: 1.16, 95% CI [1.03, 1.31], p = 0.01), an error in the step “Hold 
breath” with higher medication costs (CR: 1.08, 95% CI [1.02, 1.15], p = 0.01) and higher total healthcare costs (CR: 

Table 2 (Continued). 

PIF Optimal  
(n = 987)

PIF Suboptimal  
(n = 402)

Total  
(n = 1434)

p*

Other COPD-related medical consultations 0, n (%) 740 (75.0) 294 (73.1) 1058 (73.8) 0.35

1–2, n (%) 73 (7.4) 35 (8.7) 121 (8.4)

3–4, n (%) 53 (5.4) 31 (7.7) 89 (6.2)

5–8, n (%) 90 (9.1) 33 (8.2) 126 (8.8)

9–15, n (%) 31 (3.1) 9 (2.2) 40 (2.8)

Pulmonologist consultations 0, n (%) 789 (79.9) 296 (73.6) 1119 (78.0) 0.056

1–2, n (%) 125 (12.7) 74 (18.4) 207 (14.4)

3–4, n (%) 43 (4.4) 22 (5.5) 66 (4.6)

5–8, n (%) 28 (2.8) 9 (2.2) 39 (2.7)

9–15, n (%) 2 (0.2) 1 (0.2) 3 (0.2)

Pulmonary nurse consultations 0, n (%) 955 (96.8) 389 (96.8) 1389 (96.9) 0.92

1–2, n (%) 26 (2.6) 9 (2.2) 35 (2.4)

3–4, n (%) 2 (0.2) 1 (0.2) 3 (0.2)

5–8, n (%) 3 (0.3) 2 (0.5) 5 (0.3)

9–15, n (%) 1 (0.1) 1 (0.2) 2 (0.1)

Number of emergency department visits (by ambulance) 0, n (%) 955 (96.8) 383 (95.3) 1382 (96.4) 0.37

1–2, n (%) 28 (2.8) 15 (3.7) 44 (3.1)

3–4, n (%) 3 (0.3) 2 (0.5) 5 (0.3)

5–8, n (%) 1 (0.1) 2 (0.5) 3 (0.2)

Hospital admissions 0, n (%) 976 (98.9) 392 (97.5) 1413 (98.5) 0.08

1–2, n (%) 11 (1.1) 9 (2.2) 20 (1.4)

5–8, n (%) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.2) 1 (0.1)

Hospital nights 0, n (%) 976 (98.9) 392 (97.5) 1413 (98.5) 0.46

1–2, n (%) 1 (0.1) 1 (0.2) 2 (0.1)

3–4, n (%) 1 (0.1) 1 (0.2) 2 (0.1)

5–8, n (%) 7 (0.7) 6 (1.5) 13 (0.9)

9–15, n (%) 2 (0.2) 2 (0.5) 4 (0.3)

Notes: *p = p-value for the Kruskal–Wallis equality-of-populations rank test, or the Pearson’s chi-square test of independent categories, where appropriate; #These 
variables missed data; 
Abbreviations: GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung disease; IQR, interquartile range; GP, General Practitioner.
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Figure 2 Associations of Peak Inspiratory Flow, adherence, inhalation technique errors, and cost ratios for HCRU.

Figure 1 Composition of HCRU and total COPD-related yearly healthcare costs per patient. Please note that the composition of HCRU in this figure consist of raw data 
and is not adjusted for potential confounders. ICU nights were not reported. 
Abbreviations: GP, General Practitioner; ED, emergency department; DP, dry powder; pMDI, pressurized metered dose; ICU, Intensive Care Unit.
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1.17, 95% CI [1.07, 1.28], p < 0.01), and an error in the step “Breathe out calmly after inhalation” with higher medication 
costs (CR: 1.19, 95% CI [1.04, 1.37], p = 0.01).

Patients who incorrectly removed the cap of the inhaler had on average lower primary healthcare costs (CR: 0.35, 
95% CI [0.15, 0.83], p = 0.02), but this association disappeared when including only adherent patients in the sensitivity 
analysis (CR: 2.39, 95% CI [0.13, 45.61], p = 0.56).

Non-adherence was not significantly associated with any of the HCRU cost components (Figure 2). The results from 
the sensitivity analysis, using a different definition for non-adherence (TAI-10 score <50), did not relevantly change the 
results.

An increase in cumulative errors in all ten inhalation steps was significantly associated with higher total COPD- 
related healthcare costs (CR: 1.06, 95% CI [1.02, 1.09], p < 0.01) (Figure 3), meaning that each additional error was 
associated with a 6% increase in costs. In the adjusted models, no significant associations were observed between the 
number of inhalation technique errors and specific cost components (Figure 3).

Patients from the PIF subgroup “can, but will not do” (n = 219, 16%) had significantly higher secondary healthcare 
costs compared to patients from the PIF subgroup “can and will do” (n = 987, 71%) (CR: 2.08, 95% CI [1.19, 3.65], p = 
0.01, Figure 4).

Figure 3 Associations of the number of inhalation technique errors and HCRU.

Figure 4 Associations between Peak Inspiratory Flow subgroups “can do and will do” (n = 987, 71%), “can, but will not do” (n = 219, 16%), “cannot do” (n = 183, 13%) and 
HCRU.
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Discussion
Main Findings
sPIF was significantly associated with higher medication costs and markers of disease severity, such as specialist care 
and hospital admissions. Moreover, there was a clear trend suggesting that sPIF was related to higher COPD-related 
healthcare costs. Consistent with the findings for PIF, errors associated with the inhalation steps, “Breathe in”, “Hold 
breath” and “Breathe out calmly after inhalation” were significantly associated with higher COPD-related healthcare 
costs. Additionally, a higher cumulative number of inhalation errors was significantly associated with higher total 
COPD-related healthcare costs. Non-adherence was not significantly associated with any of the healthcare 
components.

Interpretation and Comparison with Previous Studies
sPIF has been frequently described in other studies among COPD patients and has been implied as a key factor 
influencing health status and health economic outcomes.11,34–37 To our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate 
that, while adjusting for potential confounders, sPIF is associated with higher COPD-related medication costs, as patients 
with sPIF were more likely to have been prescribed with pMDIs in addition to their DPI maintenance therapy. This 
finding further emphasizes the importance of interventions targeted towards tackling sPIF and inhalation technique 
improvement for those patients who are not able to produce sufficient PIF for their DPI. Future studies should investigate 
the magnitude of such individualised cost-saving interventions for COPD patients on DPI maintenance therapy.

The economic relevance of inhalation technique errors found in this study is in line with an Italian cohort study,19 

which studied the association between critical inhaler errors and yearly HCRU costs in COPD patients who switched 
their device in the last year (without receiving adequate training). Patients making critical inhaler errors had, on average, 
an 18.8% higher yearly difference (€234) in HCRU costs compared to patients without inhalation errors.19 The costs 
were mainly driven by hospital admissions and emergency room visits. It is therefore crucial that patients receive 
adequate inhalation technique training, especially when healthcare professionals are considering changing the inhaler 
device (eg, from DPI to SMI/pMDI).38

A previous systematic review reported that non-adherence to COPD medication is associated with worsened 
economic outcomes.30 Although non-adherence in our study was high, we found no association between non- 
adherence and HCRU. We previously showed that non-adherence was not associated with health status (assessed with 
the Clinical COPD Questionnaire and the COPD Assessment Test) or exacerbation frequency,11 and hereby likely does 
not affect HCRU and associated costs. However, the cross-sectional rather than longitudinal assessment of adherence, 
coupled with the reliance (in part) on patient recollection rather than actual measurements (eg, via a dose counter on the 
inhaler), may have contributed to the inconsistency between studies.30

We observed that sPIF is likely associated with higher COPD-related healthcare costs, especially secondary health-
care and medication costs. Higher medication costs could be due to sPIF causing suboptimal drug delivery to the lungs, 
with subsequent undertreatment of patients, leading to more frequent inhaler use. Although patients with sPIF did not 
have significantly higher total COPD-related HCRU, they did tend to generate higher costs for secondary healthcare, 
particularly for COPD-related hospital admissions. A plausible explanation for this gap in healthcare costs between 
patients with optimal vs suboptimal PIF is that decreased drug delivery due to suboptimal clinically relevant PIF would 
lead to suboptimal disease control. Of note, access to secondary healthcare is dependent on several factors (eg, 
willingness of GPs to refer a patient to a specialist; the affordability of accessing secondary care; the perception of 
how unwell the patient actually is) that we could not take into account. These results may therefore be an underestimation 
of the actual association between sPIF and secondary healthcare costs. In a recent study based on the same study 
population, we demonstrated that sPIF is associated with poorer health status and a trend towards more severe 
exacerbations.11 The finding of a trend towards more hospital admissions in the sPIF group in this study is in line 
with these earlier findings.

Interestingly, when dividing patients based on PIF subgroups; COPD-related secondary healthcare costs, medication 
costs, and total COPD-related costs were on average higher in the “Can, but will not do” group than in the “Cannot do” 
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group. However, the increase in COPD-related primary healthcare costs was more pronounced in the “Cannot do” group 
than in the “Can, but will not do” group (Figure 4). A possible explanation for these results might be that the “Can, but 
will not do” group is unstable in terms of PIF, meaning sometimes they do achieve optimal PIF and therefore the 
healthcare costs are in between the costs for the “Cannot do” group and “Can, and will do” group. The findings reveal 
that it is valuable to assess whether PIF is sufficient at every opportunity in clinical practice and to choose the most 
appropriate inhaler type for the patient based on internal device resistance.12

Strengths and Limitations
This study has strengths and several limitations worth noting. The major strength of this study is the multi-country, real- 
world approach, providing evidence to healthcare professionals to manage COPD and reduce associated costs.

The missing disease severity data resulted in an inability to eliminate associated potential confounders, as disease 
severity has been shown to impact HCRU.32,39,40 However, in patients for whom disease severity was known, there was 
no evidence for a negative association between disease severity and sPIF (Table 2). Additionally, we did account for the 
errors “Hold breath” and “Breathe out calmly after inhalation”, which could be considered indirect measures of disease 
severity as an incorrect exhalation (such as a cough reflex) reflects a greater degree of airflow obstruction, disabling 
a patient to exhale calmly after an extended breath-hold of 6 seconds or longer.

We cannot exclude residual confounding, although the analyses were adjusted for a comprehensive set of potential 
confounders based on the literature and clinical expertise, such as diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular- and lung 
comorbidities (see Table S6).

Our analysis regarding indirect costs (eg, self-reported work absence and productivity loss) was limited by a low 
sample of participants that were in active employment. Of over 1400 study participants, 261 were actively employed. 
Lost working hours in the 7 days prior to the study visit were only reported by five patients and were therefore excluded 
from the models considering total costs over the 1-year follow-up period. A previous study found that 40% of patients 
with moderate or severe COPD retired prematurely due to their symptoms and on average retired at the age of 54.41 

Considering that the mean age of our study population was 69.2 years, it seems understandable why the number of 
actively employed patients was so low. Another limitation of this study is that for the association between the number of 
inhalation errors and HCRU, we assumed that every inhalation error was equally important. This might not be the case in 
reality, where one error may be associated with a larger difference in total healthcare costs than the other, and we should 
thus interpret these findings with caution. Additionally, for the participating sites on the Northern Hemisphere, most visits 
were executed during the winter months. Participating patients were required to supply information about the past 6 
months, which makes the final data not perfectly representable over a period of a year, while HCRU might be 
substantially different from patients during the summer months. Finally, it is worthwhile to mention the conditions in 
which the study was performed, ie, the COVID-19 pandemic and its accompanying restrictions. Therefore, the 
participating patients likely had less social contact as compared to periods before the pandemic, which might make 
exacerbation rates not representative.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated that sPIF and the inhalation technique errors “Breathe in”, “Hold breath”, and “Breathe out 
calmly after inhalation” were associated with higher COPD-related healthcare utilisation and costs. These findings 
underline that PIF and inhalation technique are factors to consider when initiating and evaluating DPI therapy. Not only 
may this aid in improving health status of patients with COPD using a DPI as maintenance therapy but also in reducing 
hospital admissions, medication use and costs, and ultimately reducing total COPD-related healthcare costs globally.

Data Sharing Statement
The data that support the findings of this study are available on request from the corresponding author J.K.
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